Heart Art Contributors:

*Elvira Fernandez
*Mark Morillo
*Barbara Otis-Kahn
*Mireille Schiffelers
*Sandy Fox- sandyfox.com
*Deb Holt- univerself.com
*Danielle Seib-presentmomentbodywork.com
*Joan Clark- www.joanclark.com
*Devin Otis-Kahn
*Terre Wood- sacredrosealchemy.com
*Gwyn Malloy

History of Updates:
FEB 14th, 2015~ "Remember laughter and lightness. Let it be like an inner giggle in your heart, like a flickering light." CLICK HERE to read full update.

FEB 20th~ The heart is a processing center, similar to the brain. The heart, third eye and crown chakras digest things in a more conscious way though, or rather bring more consciousness to those things we are digesting. What do you need to process right now? Offer it to your heart space.

In the guided journey, we began connecting with the Divine Heart by connecting with the heart space of ourselves, others in our life andplanet Earth. I recently came across a video that I feel supports this Earth connection, consider checking it out here: http://www.upworthy.com/some-strange-things-are-happening-to-astronauts-returning-to-earth

FEB 22nd~ Began putting paint to canvas today! View full update and Heart Messages HERE. Theme song for today's Divine Heart work:


Enya-Water Shows the Hidden Heart (Gilbert Williams)








<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjUYIAVPylU" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div> 
MARCH 9th ~ This might sound odd, but there's a sort of space of 'neutrality' being presented to me in my Divine Heart meditations that I have been surprised to find. It's not indifference but rather a sort of non-attachment or non-judgement. I was at first surprised to experience this! I had expected great feelings of love, and bliss. But what has also come with this is a calling to enter into a new way...doing things differently than we had been doing them. To shift into that space often requires a sort of letting go, non-attachment, 'the void'..etc. So this is what's coming through for us right now and ve a certain sort of profound trust with that..trusting the process. In addition, today the Gold light came through. Take a moment and connect with this very high vibratioal Gold spiritual light. Bring it into your heart, into the whole heart chakra. Breathe and be. READ THE FULL UPDATE HERE

APRIL 6th ~ I've been working with all the heart art that you sent to me and I'm so excited with how the art piece is coming together! I will be sending and posting a fuller update soon. All your intentions and prayers have recently been 'energized' as well. You are the Divine Heart.

APRIL 1st, 2015 ~ On the New Moon in Aquarius, January 20th, I began working again on our Divine Heart Art Project. The timing wasn't planned, but couldn't have been more perfect! 

Humanitarianism, revolutionary vision, the good of all, and unique pathways are all Aquarian themes. How perfect is that for our group collective healing painting!

To be completely honest, I had been feeling a little disappointed in myself that I'd begun this art project with you all over a year ago and hadn't touched it in awhile. But once again, I have been reminded of the beauty of Divine timing and to trust that. Thank you all for being so patient! 

Diving into the painting process, here is what is now evident about the energies:

* We ARE the Divine Heart

* Each of your prayers and the energies of the heart art pieces you sent in, are both what you receive and what you have to give to others.

* Each heart and prayer on the art piece is interconnected and flowing with all the others, creating a beautiful collaboration of supportive energy for everyone.

The interconnection, harmony of diversity, space for each person's essence, gifts and uniqueness ..... hold this in your heart...hold this presence for yourself and others.
Just a reminder: When the piece is complete, if you sent in heart art, you will receive a small print. If you sent in a heart wish only, you will receive a digital high res copy by email. I've also decided that the original will be for sale, and if/when it sells, those who sent in heart art will receive a portion of the sale. xo 

Lots of Love,
Beth
May 26th, 2015 ~ Today as I worked on the painting, the interconnectedness of our hearts and prayers was very present. You prayer is my prayer. Your prayer is her prayer and his prayer. When there is a difficulty going on in your life, pray for all others who are experiencing a similiar challenge. Lift your prayers up, your intentions, your joys, and dreams and let it's radiance sprinkle a little light, comfort and blessing on others.
 
FEB 10th, 2016 ~ Painting complete! MORE INFO
 
TERMS: Those who sent in heart art to contribute to the painting, are receiving a free small print, and are offered to be listed as contributor along with their website, page or blog. Contributors will also receive a small portion of the profit should the original painting sell! All copyright to the image remains with Beth Budesheim.

